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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 

Company Background 

 

1. Freecity Breweries Inc. (FBI) was founded in 1928 and is the oldest and largest brewery 

in Ruritania. It was first owned by the State Property Fund of Ruritania (SPF). On June 

30, 2008, it was sold to Contifica Spirits S.p.A. (Contifica Spirits), the winning bidder, 

who acquired all shares of FBI for USD 300,000,000. 

 

2. As part of the Contifica Group, an international conglomerate, it made significant 

investments to FBI. FBI was integrated into the Contifica Group’s global procurement 

network. All its suppliers are either direct subsidiaries or branches of the Claimant, 

Contifica Asset Management Corporation (CAM). In addition, barley and hops 

production of CAM’s subsidiaries were dependent on FBI’s demand. 

 

3. On March 17, 2010, Contifica Spirits transferred all FBI shares to CAM as part of an 

intra-group restructuring. CAM acquired rights to the principal intellectual property used 

by FBI (by way of assignment of the respective registrations) including FBI’s trademarks 

and trade dress. 

 

Ruritania’s MAB Act 

 

4. On November 20, 2010, the Ruritanian parliament adopted the Regulation of Sale and 

Marketing of Alcoholic Beverages Act (The Act). Since 1992, Ruritanian law had 

prohibited the sale of alcoholic beverages to persons under 21 as well as claims of 

positive health effects of alcohol. Ruritania merely augmented its measures by 

implementing bottling requirements, labeling requirements, a regulation on the sale of 

beverages with alcohol content of more than 0.6% by volume, a prohibition on the 
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marketing of any alcoholic beverages (including beer) on television and at sporting 

events, and a regulation on the sale of these beverages as to time and place.  

 

5. As such, the law was generally applied to all alcoholic beverages manufacturers. The 

packaging requirement is aligned with the present general packaging practices in the 

alcoholic beverages industry except for Freebrew, which was traditionally sold at 0.8 liter 

bottles.  

 

6. Furthermore, the labeling requirement does not prohibit the usage of trademarks, as the 

Patent Court of Ruritania shall cancel its registration only if the trademarks are not used 

for five years. 

 

7. The draft of The Act was introduced to the Parliament (and became public record) on 

June 20, 2010. The arguments against the adoption of The Act were cited in the 

parliamentary debate. The Act was published on November 25, 2010 and was entered into 

force on January 1, 2011. 

 

The Ordinance  

 

8. Reyhan has been traditionally added to Freebrew as flavoring, and can only be found in 

Ruritania. Traditionally, it has also been used in a variety of local food products and can 

be purchased from independent farmers and organic growers. 

 

9. On June 15, 2011, Ruritania through the Human Health Research Institute (HRI) released 

a report claiming that Freebrew consumers were exposed to a higher risk of cardiac 

complications due to the effects of methyldioxidebenzovat, an active chemical ingredient 

found in Reyhan concentrate. 
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10. The report was based on a controlled clinical study wherein daily dosage of 0.15-0.18 

grams of methyldioxidebenzovat was administered. One gram of Reyhan concentrate has 

0.8g of methyldioxidebenzovat. Meanwhile, each Freebrew bottle has an estimated 0.03 

to 0.05 grams of Reyhan concentrate. 

 

11. On June 30, 2011, the Ministry of Health and Social Security (MHSS) adopted an 

ordinance (The Ordinance) requiring any product containing Reyhan concentrate to be 

labeled with an explicit warning. This was adopted as a cautionary measure, and on the 

basis of advice of the ministry’s experts. 

 

12. In 2005 an interim report, which came to the same conclusions, was sent by the HRI to 

MHSS. 

 

13. On August 20, 2011, FBI contested The Ordinance and wrote to the MHSS of its 

concerns. FBI requested that the labeling requirement be lifted pending further 

investigation of the matter. However, MHSS denied this request on August 25, 2011. 

 

Procedural Facts 

 

14. On December 10, 2011, Claimant wrote letters dated December 10, 2011 and May 31, 

2012 to the Republic of Ruritania challenging The Act and The Ordinance. 

 

15. On September 30, 2012, Claimant filed its Statement of Claims, instituting arbitration 

proceedings against the Republic of Ruritania over a dispute concerning Ruritania’s 

breach of its obligations under the Treaty for the Mutual Promotion and Protection of the 

Foreign Investment between the State of Cronos and the Republic of Ruritania (the 

“BIT”). 
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ARGUMENTS 

 

I. THIS TRIBUNAL HAS NO JURISDICTION OVER THE CLAIMS SUBMITTED 

BY CAM AND FURTHERMORE, THESE CLAIMS ARE INADMISSIBLE AND 

SHOULD BE DISMISSED. 

 

16. Publicists distinguish between jurisdictional questions and objections relating to 

admissibility. Objections to jurisdiction deal with the tribunal’s power to make a ruling 

on the case, whether as to the merits or as to the admissibility of the claim.
1
 Objections to 

admissibility, on the other hand, deal with the propriety of the claim, where the tribunal, 

in the exercise of its jurisdiction, refuses to admit the claim on some ground other than its 

ultimate merits.
2
 Successful applications under either would render the claim dismissible. 

 

17. Respondent submits that the present claims should be dismissed because (A) the claims 

are beyond the jurisdiction of this Tribunal; and (B) even if the present claims are within 

this Tribunal’s jurisdiction, they should still be deemed inadmissible following accepted 

principles of international investment law.  

 

A. THIS TRIBUNAL HAS NO JURISDICTION OVER CAM’S CLAIMS. 

 

18. Article 8 of the BIT provides that this Tribunal has jurisdiction over “[d]isputes 

concerning Investments” as the term is defined under the BIT. Respondent submits that 

CAM’s claims are beyond this Tribunal’s jurisdiction because (a) CAM’s interests in FBI 

do not qualify as bona fide Investments; (b) CAM’s executives are not Investments 

within the meaning of the BIT; (c) the sales contracts between CAM’s subsidiaries 

located outside of Ruritania and FBI likewise do not qualify as Investments under the 

BIT; and (d) the conduct of the SPF is not attributable to the State, and in any event, 

                                                

1 FITZMAURICE. 438-439. 
2 Id. 
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Ruritania has not consented to this Tribunal’s jurisdiction to decide on contract-based 

claims under the SPA. 

 

(1) CAM’s interests in FBI are not bona fide Investments protected under 

the terms of the BIT. 

 

19. As will be discussed below, the State Parties to the BIT only intended to protect bona fide 

Investments. To rule otherwise would be to encourage a misuse and an abuse of the 

arbitral process. As the transfer of FBI shares and intellectual property rights from 

Contifica Spirits to CAM was made purely to bring a claim within the purview of the 

BIT, Respondent submits that the interests involved in this case are not bona fide 

Investments, and thus, are undeserving of BIT protection. 

 

a. Arbitral practice emphasizes the examination of the functional 

characteristics of investments over a strict constructionist 

application of bilateral investment treaties. 

 

20. Recent arbitral decisions such as Pantechniki vs. Alabania
3
, Phoenix Action vs. Czech 

Republic
4
 and Fakes vs. Turkey

5
 have shown us that the concept of “investment” has an 

“inherent common meaning”, and that the term cannot be defined simply through the 

wordings of an investment treaty. Therefore, in deciding investment disputes, it is 

necessary to avoid being boxed in by strict constructionism in the interpretation of 

investment treaties, and to look at the contextual, real-world traits of a purported 

investment. This is important because it is all too easy for errant corporations who have 

no bona fide investments to abuse the arbitral process to the prejudice of host states. 

 

                                                

3 par. 46. 
4 par. 79. 
5 par. 108. 
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21. This rule does not militate against the principle embodied in Article 31 of the 1969 

Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties
6
 (“VCLT”), which provides that treaties are 

not only to be interpreted by the ordinary meaning of their words, but also “in light of 

[their] object and purpose.”  

 

22. In order to determine whether the object and purpose of the treaty are actually being 

fulfilled – or conversely, whether the treaty is being purposely misapplied – tribunals 

must look at the situation as it actually is, and must not be misled by surface-level 

appearances. By looking closely at whether a purported investment is actually what it 

claims to be, arbitral bodies will better capture the spirit of the VCLT, which is to ensure 

that treaties are applied according to the actual intention of the contracting State Parties.  

 

23. The award in Pantechniki vs. Albania
7
 points out that there is a “emerging synthesis” in 

international investment law that emphasizes the functional characteristics of transactions 

over strictly textual or constructionist criteria when establishing the identity of protected 

investments. Thus, title to specific assets is not enough to establish the fact that a 

protected investment has been made. Arbitral bodies deciding investment disputes must 

examine whether the functional characteristics of investments are present in each 

particular case in order to determine if a bona fide investment exists. 

 

24. Thus, it is necessary that legal ownership over purported investments should be coupled 

with indicators that the purported investor has a true economic interest in the investment, 

and that the acquisition of these interests was not merely done as a means of obtaining 

treaty protection for the true beneficial owners of the interests. Simply put, the interests, 

in order to be treated as an investment worthy of treaty protection, must be bona fide. 

 

                                                

6 VCLT. Art. 31. 
7 par. 36. 
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25. The need for investments to be bona fide is important because this prevents abuse of the 

arbitral process by corporations looking to bring their assets under the protective wing of 

investment treaties, even when these investments are not attended by commitment, 

economic risk, and other recognized indicia of investments. 

 

b. The circumstances surrounding the transfer of FBI interests to 

CAM reveal that CAM has not made a bona fide investment as 

envisioned in the BIT. 

 

26. The Record contains three important facts that show that CAM has not made a bona fide 

investment in Ruritania that would qualify for protection under the BIT: (1) the timing of 

the share transfer; (2) the amount paid by CAM to acquire FBI’s shares and intellectual 

property rights; and (3) the admission contained in the Memorandum that the transfer was 

made to obtain further protection for the purported Investment in FBI. It is crucial that the 

Tribunal consider all of these circumstances alongside each other, rather than viewing 

each in isolation—taken together, these facts lead to the single conclusion that CAM has 

not made a bona fide investment worthy of treaty protection. 

 

i. The timing of the share transfer, taken together with 

the other facts of this case, shows that the transfer was 

done solely to benefit from the BIT. 

 

27. The Record shows that the share transfer and the transfer of intellectual property rights 

between Contifica Spirits and Claimant was made with the full expectation that a dispute 

would soon take place. It can be reasonably concluded that the transfer of the purported 

investments was made with the sole view of commencing international arbitration under 

the BIT. 
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28. As settled in the Pac Rim Cayman vs. El Salvador jurisdictional award
8
, once a party can 

foresee a dispute as a high probability, a transfer that places it within the ambit of a BIT 

should be deemed an abuse of process. According to the tribunal in that case, the policy 

against abuses of the arbitral process “must preclude unacceptable manipulations by a 

claimant acting in bad faith and fully aware of an existing or future dispute.”
9
 This abuse 

of process negates the fact that an investment has been constituted in good faith.  

 

29. The Record establishes that the transfer of FBI assets to CAM was made after the New 

Way Party – which had made it abundantly clear in well-publicized pronouncements that, 

once in power, it would pursue tougher regulations on alcoholic beverages as one of its 

priorities – won a majority in the Ruritanian parliament. Thus, it would have been 

perfectly reasonable for CAM to expect that there was a great probability that a dispute 

would soon arise. After all, the imposition of stricter regulations on alcohol was one of 

the central pillars of the New Way party’s campaign platform, which was thoroughly 

aired and discussed in mainstream media in Ruritania. 

 

30. That the dispute was foreseeable and highly probable strong evidence that the transfer of 

FBI assets to CAM was not done bona fide, but rather, with the view of commencing 

arbitration proceedings under the BIT. Respondent submits that this Tribunal must not 

condone corporate machinations such as those perpetrated by the Claimant and should 

thus rule that the claims are not Investments protected under the BIT. 

 

 

 

                                                

8 par. 2.99. 
9 par. 2.100. 
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ii. The amount paid by CAM for the FBI assets, taken 

together with the other facts of this case, indicate that 

the transfer was a sham. 

 

31. The payment of a token sum of USD 5,000 for assets valued at more USD 380 million is 

but a feeble attempt to legitimize CAM’s status as an Investor under the BIT. 

 

32. As pointed out in Fakes vs. Turkey,
10

 the payment of a token sum not commensurate with 

the true value of the property is convincing indication that no bona fide investment has 

been constituted. This is because the payment of a token sum demonstrates a lack of 

contribution, economic commitment and assumed risk on the part of the Claimant, 

especially when considered alongside other circumstances surrounding the transfer.  

 

33. In this case, the payment of a sum of USD 5,000 cannot be reconciled with the 

Claimant’s valuation of FBI’s assets at over USD 380 million, which CAM is now trying 

to collect from Ruritania. 

 

34. While tribunals have considered the payment of small sums to be legitimate acts of 

acquiring interests in protected investments, as in the case of SGS vs. Dominican 

Republic,
11

 that award stated that other economic factors that justified the lowering of the 

purchase price, such as the potential market value of the shares acquired, contract rights, 

and other non-monetary contributions, were taken into consideration. In this case, there 

are no references to such economic factors, and thus, the payment of a token amount 

raises serious doubts about the legitimacy of a purported investment, especially when 

considered alongside the other facts at hand. 

 

                                                

10 par. 139. 
11 par. 136. 
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35. Claimant argues that the transfer was a valid act of intra-corporate restructuring, and thus, 

the standards that are normally used when analyzing the sale and transfer of assets 

between corporations should not be applied. However, this characterization is a mere 

excuse to obscure the fact that an abuse of process was indeed committed and that no 

bona fide investment was made. Whether a transfer was carried out as part of a corporate 

restructuring or as a simple sale of assets should not alter the criteria used by tribunals in 

determining whether a protected investment has indeed been made. 

 

iii. A reading of the Memorandum, taken together with the 

other facts of this case, proves that the transfer was not 

made in good faith.  

 

36. The Memorandum sent to by Mr. Straw to Mr. Goodfellow strongly suggests that the 

initiation of arbitration was at the forefront of the minds of Contifica executives when the 

share transfer was still being considered.  

 

37. While the Memorandum does not contain any explicit reference to the BIT, it 

recommends Cronos for its favorable legal climate, and states that the transfer must be 

made quickly. This buttresses the observation that the transfer was made in response to 

the widely publicized pronouncements of the New Way Party, which had just secured a 

parliamentary majority, to take more stringent stances on the sale and marketing of 

alcohol. An expedient transfer would be necessary for the Contifica Group to obtain 

protection under the BIT before the new regulations on alcoholic beverages were passed 

and implemented, which they actually were in November of that same year. 
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(2) Messrs. Goodfellow and Straw are neither Investments nor Investors 

under the BIT and thus, this Tribunal has no jurisdiction over 

Claimant’s claim for moral damages on the basis of their arrest and 

detention. 

 

38. BIT protection only extends to Investments and Investors as these terms are defined by 

the BIT. The arrest and detention of Messrs. Goodfellow and Straw involve neither, and 

as such, CAM’s claims with regard to these are beyond this Tribunal’s jurisdiction. Any 

relief which CAM’s executives may seek are grounded not on the BIT but on other 

international legal instruments, and thus, must be brought not before this Tribunal, but 

before other competent bodies or tribunals. 

 

a. The detention of Messrs. Goodfellow and Straw does not involve 

an Investor under the BIT. 

 

39. The purpose of BITs is to protect foreign investments and investors. The starting point 

for determining whether there is an investor involved is the definition contained in the 

BIT itself. Article 1(3) of the BIT defines the term “Investor” as “any natural person… or 

any entity… which is the owner, possessor, or shareholder of an Investment in the 

territory of the other Contracting State.” 

 

40. Here, Mr. Goodfellow is the Chief Executive Officer of FBI, an employee of Contifica 

Spirits S.p.A, and Contifica Enterprises PLC. Mr. Straw is the General Counsel of FBI, a 

member of the Board of Directors of CAM, and an employee of Contifica Enterprises 

PLC. Aside from these statements, the records are bereft of any fact that they are owners, 

possessors, or shareholders of CAM’s investments in FBI. As aptly opined by publicist 

Schreuer, the investor is the company, and not its employees.
12

  

                                                

12 SCHREUER, ET AL. par. 640. 
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41. Only if company rights are affected could the employees’ involvement be material. 

Nevertheless, this requires that the absence of the employee, as a result of the state action, 

will result to a situation that the work will be affected, and the returns of the company 

will be decreased. None of these are present in this case, especially that their detention 

happened during the holidays. Otherwise stated, investors cannot claim moral damages 

for the injury of its representatives but must substantiate its own loss in the investment.
13

 

 

42. The executives of CAM cannot be considered as Investors, as they are juridically distinct 

from the corporation. Apart from the fact that the claims before this Tribunal are being 

advanced by CAM as an Investor, and not by the Contifica Group executives, these 

individuals have no legal title or any right of ownership over FBI assets. Thus, they 

cannot in any way be considered as Investors under the BIT. 

 

b. Ruritania did not injure CAM’s investments by the detention of 

Messrs. Goodfellow and Straw. 

 

43. Investment treaty arbitrations must involve investments as defined by the BIT. In this 

case, Article 1 states that Investments covers every asset, including a host of different 

assets such as movable property, immovable property, rights in rem, shares, returns 

reinvested, intellectual property rights, trade-names, trade and business secrets, technical 

processes, good-will and concessions. 

 

44. Hence, before something could be considered as an investment, it must first and foremost 

be an asset. The executives of CAM are not assets protected under an investment treaty. 

                                                

13 SCHWENZER & HACHEM. 422. 
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They are not owned or possessed by CAM. Rather, they are persons protected under 

human rights instruments 
14

 and under the realm of diplomatic protection.
15

  

 

45. In this regard, Claimant will likely argue that the human capital and reputation embodied 

in these executives are part of their investment in FBI, and that this human capital and 

reputation were impaired when the executives were arrested and detained. While these 

individuals certainly are of value to FBI and are involved in its management, the 

employees of an investor, and even the members of its leadership committee, cannot be 

considered to be part of the investment that they are managing. This would be an 

unreasonable expansion of the concept of investment, which only deals with assets that 

are accorded a definite marketable value.
16

  

 

46. Ruritania submits that we cannot interpret the BIT provisions in the way suggested by 

Claimant in order that bilateral investments treaties are interpreted liberally in order to 

establish the identity of a protected investment. To do so would open the floodgates for 

the employees, executives, personnel and working staff of investors to submit their 

grievances before specialized tribunals.
17

  

 

c. Accordingly, this Tribunal has no jurisdiction over CAM’s 

claims for moral damages.  

 

47. In the absence of an investment or an investor, this Tribunal has no jurisdiction to 

compensate CAM for the injury suffered by its executives. This is because the existence 

of a legal dispute concerning an investment is a jurisdictional requirement in investment 

arbitration. 
18

 Moreover, investment arbitration is designed for the protection of private 

                                                

14 ICCPR and ICESCR 
15 SHAW. 809.  
16 BLACKHURST & OTTEN. 
17 DOLZER AND SCHREUER. 222-229. 
18 Id. 230. 
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investors.
19

 Absent these two elements of jurisdiction, it only follows that this Tribunal 

has no competence to award moral damages to CAM. 

 

48. Thus, at most, the injury to CAM’s executives gives rise to a personal claim by the 

executives, whether by virtue of domestic tort laws before domestic courts, or by virtue 

of human rights instruments before human rights courts. However, relief may not be 

sought before this Tribunal, as the subject matter of the claim is not within the 

competence of this Tribunal under the BIT. 

 

(3) The sales contracts between CAM’s subsidiaries and FBI are not 

protected Investments under the BIT. 

 

49. Article 1(1) of the BIT states that, in order to be protected by its terms, Investments must 

be located within the territory of Ruritania. This is a specific and categorical requirement 

that needs no deeper interpretation. 

 

50. Procedural Order No. 1 establishes that CAM’s subsidiaries are located outside Ruritania. 

This means that these subsidiaries operate and conclude their business outside Ruritanian 

borders. Therefore, the earnings from the sales contracts are realized outside Ruritania, 

placing them outside the ambit of the protection of the BIT. 

 

51. As held in Archer Daniels Midland vs. Mexico, sales that are realized outside the host 

state cannot be protected investments when they fail to meet the territorial requirements 

of an investment treaty.
20

 In that case, even the import of items that were destined to 

promote an existing investment in Mexico were not considered to be part of that 

investment, nor were they considered to be protected investments in their own rights, as 

they did not comply with the territorial requirement of the North American Free Trade 

                                                

19 Id. 235. 
20 par. 273-274. 
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Agreement (NAFTA). The tribunal in that case decided that the sales losses that were the 

basis of the submitted claims were not suffered by the claimant in its capacity as a foreign 

investor in Mexico, and thus, these losses could not be recoverable under the NAFTA.  

 

52. This doctrine is fully applicable in the case before us. The sales contracts in question 

were between FBI, on the one hand, and CAM’s subsidiaries, which operate outside of 

Ruritania, on the other. Therefore, the lost sales are realized outside of Ruritania, and 

could not have been realized by CAM nor by its subsidiaries in their capacity as foreign 

investors in Ruritania. 

 

53. Furthermore, commercial transactions such as sales are, as a general rule, not considered 

investments in international investment law.  This is a principle embraced in international 

investment and trade agreements such as the NAFTA
21

 and in decisions such as Joy 

Mining v. Egypt,
22

 and Globex v. Ukraine.
23

  

 

54. The soundness of the rationale for this principle becomes immediately apparent when one 

considers the spirit of investment treaties, which is to protect bona fide foreign 

investments. Many sales contracts after all lack the widely recognized colors of 

investment such as commitment, duration and the assumption of economic risk. To 

include sales contracts within the definition of the term “investment” would result in an 

undue expansion of treaty protections beyond the consent of the State Parties.
24

 

 

55. Separating sales contracts from the domain of protected investments is desirable from the 

viewpoint of policy as well. As pointed out in the Joy Mining case, to deem commercial 

transactions such as sales, regardless of their complexity, to be protected investments 

would make any procurement involving a government agency an investment, destroying 

                                                

21 NAFTA. 
22 par. 57-58. 
23 par. 54-56. 
24 ZIVKOVIC. 174-192. 
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the distinction between investment arbitration and cases based on contractual 

performance.
25

 This would open up the floodgates for all kinds of unreasonable 

arbitrations involving transactions by private companies with the weakest and most 

ephemeral of ties to host states. 

 

56. In sum, because the sales contracts between CAM’s subsidiaries and FBI are not 

investments, and in any event because the losses were not realized within the territory of 

Ruritania, this Tribunal does not have jurisdiction over CAM’s claims for its subsidiaries’ 

lost sales. 

 

(4) Ruritania never consented to the extension of BIT protection to the 

SPA and thus, CAM’s claims related to the alleged violations of the 

SPA are not within this Tribunal’s jurisdiction. 

 

57. The cornerstone of investment treaty arbitration is consent. Without a State Party’s 

consent to arbitration, no claims against it can prosper. In this case, Respondent has not 

consented to the arbitrability of the SPA claims under the BIT, because (1) the umbrella 

clause does not cover CAM’s claims relating to the breach of the SPA; and because (2) 

Ruritania has not committed a breach of the umbrella clause as the acts of the SPF may 

not be attributable to Ruritania. 

 

a. The umbrella clause does not cover CAM’s claims relating to the 

breach of the SPA. 

 

58. CAM’s claims related to the alleged violation of the SPA are based on Article 6(2) of the 

BIT. Article 6(2) is an example of an umbrella clause,
26

 whose purpose, generally, is to 

                                                

25 par. 57-58. 
26 OECD Paper. 
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create treaty-based liabilities on the part of host states for violations of contractual 

obligations that it may have entered into with private investors.
27

  

 

59. There is considerable variance in the way such clauses have been interpreted. Some 

tribunals, such as those in SGS vs. Philippines, SGS vs. Paraguay, Toto Costruzioni vs. 

Lebanon, and BIVAC vs. Paraguay,
 
preferred a wide interpretation of these provisions. 

Other tribunals, however, such as those in SGS vs. Pakistan, El Paso vs. Argentina, Pan 

American vs. Argentina, Joy Mining vs. Egypt, and Salini vs. Jordan favored a narrower 

construction. 

 

60. Respondent submits that the SGS vs. Pakistan line of cases, which applied a more 

conservative interpretation of umbrella clauses, is the more accurate interpretation. The 

tribunal in SGS v. Pakistan ruled that the presence of an umbrella clause in the 

Switzerland-Pakistan BIT did not automatically elevate breaches of investment contracts 

to the level of treaty violations. The tribunal pointed out that umbrella clauses posed the 

danger of being open to “almost indefinite expansion” and thus, the claimant had to 

produce “clear and convincing evidence” that the State Parties to the BIT indeed 

consented to the assumption of liability based on the treaty for breaches of contractual 

obligations. Having failed to do so, the tribunal denied SGS relief for its claims. 

 

61. Respondent submits that this interpretation is more reasonable and prudent, as the danger 

for abuse by errant corporations would be great if any and all contractual violations 

would give rise to treaty-based liabilities. Furthermore, such a sweeping interpretation 

would expose states to liabilities beyond their reckoning when they entered into the 

treaties and consented to their wordings.  

 

                                                

27 DOLZER AND STEVENS. 81-82; SCHREUER (2004). 231-256; SHIHATA. 
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b. In any event, Ruritania has not committed a breach of the 

umbrella clause as the acts of the SPF may not be attributable to 

Ruritania. 

 

62. In any event, however this Tribunal decides to interpret the umbrella clause, Respondent 

submits that there has been no breach of the clause, as it had not breached “any other 

obligations it may have entered into with an Investor or an Investment of an Investor of 

the other Contracting State.” At most, it was the SPF which may have breached the 

warranty under the SPA, and not Ruritania. Thus, the umbrella clause cannot come into 

effect. 

 

63. Claimant may argue that the acts of the SPF may be attributable to Ruritania. Respondent 

submits otherwise. 

 

64. The primary source of present international law on the attributability of the acts of state 

and non-state actors to the State is found in the Articles on the Responsibility of States for 

Internationally Wrongful Acts (ASR). This instrument, which is widely considered to be a 

codification of customary international law, identifies the circumstances under which the 

acts of state organs (Article 4)
28

 and state entities (Article 5)
29

 should be considered acts 

of the State, as well as the circumstances when the acts of groups of persons should be 

deemed acts of the State (Article 8).
30

 

 

65. In this case, the SPF is not (a) a state organ under Article 4, nor (b) a state entity under 

Article 5, nor (c) a group of persons acting under the control of the State under Article 8. 

Thus, the conduct of the SPF may not be attributed to Respondent. 

 

                                                

28 ARSIWA. Art. 4. 
29 ARSIWA. Art. 5. 
30 ARSIWA. Art. 8. 
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i. The SPF is not a state organ under Article 4 of the 

ARSIWA. 

 

66. Article 4 of the ARSIWA provides that acts of state organs that enjoy such status in 

municipal law are the acts of the State to which they belong. Maffezzini vs. Spain
31

 

explains that Article 4 embodies the structural or functional test, which looks at the legal 

status and manner of establishment of an entity in order to determine whether it is a “state 

organ” whose acts are deemed the acts of the State. 

 

67. Procedural Order No. 2 establishes that the SPF has a personality separate and distinct 

from that of Ruritania. The rule is that the acts of state entities which have separate 

personalities will not be attributed to the state.
32

 Likewise, it is clear that the SPF does not 

satisfy the requirement of Article 4 of the ASR that it be “an organ of the central 

government or of a territorial unit of the State.” Thus, the SPF clearly does not meet the 

functional test established by Article 4 of the ASR. 

 

ii. The SPF is not a state entity under Article 5 of the 

ARSIWA. 

 

68. Article 5 of the ARSIWA provides that the acts of state entities that exercise or that are 

authorized to exercise elements of governmental authority or that ostensibly exercise 

elements of governmental authority are attributable to the State.
33

 Again, interpreting the 

ASR, Maffezini v. Spain
34

 explains that Article 5 embodies the functional test. This test 

looks at the functions and activities carried out by an organization to determine whether it 

is a state entity which, even while having a distinct juridical personality, acts in the 

                                                

31 79-82. 
32 SCHREUER (2006). 198. 

33 ARSIWA. Art. 5. 
34 par. 79-82. 
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furtherance of public objectives and as such, acts on behalf of the State. If an entity 

carries out or is authorized to carry out governmental functions, then it may be 

considered a “state entity” whose acts may be attributable to the state.  

 

69. In this case, notwithstanding the fact that the SPF makes periodic contributions to 

Ruritania, nothing on record shows that the SPF actually exercised elements of 

governmental authority. Making financial contributions to governments does not ipso 

facto make it a state entity performing public functions. These contributions, even if they 

were part of the regular operations of the SPF (and there is no showing that they were), 

may have been simply acts of gratuity. Contributions and donations from private 

enterprises to states with whom they interact are not unusual in the world of business. 

 

70. Nor does the fact that the assets of the SPF, in the event of its dissolution, automatically 

pass on to Ruritania establish that the SPF is a state entity. Again, the standard that has to 

be met is that the entity exercises elements of governmental authority. In the absence of 

an actual exercise of elements of governmental authority, a provision that the SPF’s 

assets eventually devolve to the State upon its dissolution cannot ipso facto bestow on the 

SPF the status of a state entity.  

 

71. There is nothing on record that shows that the SPF exercised elements of governmental 

authority – whether executive, legislative or judicial in character – at any point. What is 

clear is that the SPF was carrying out proprietary functions, that is, operating a brewery 

for profit. Such an activity can scarcely be said to be in fulfillment of governmental 

functions. Without showing that these assets were actually owned by the State and 

dedicated to public purposes, the standard required in the functional test cannot be 

satisfied. 

 

72. Nor did the SPF ever make it seem that it was empowered to carry out public functions. 

There was never any apparent or ostensible government authority displayed by the SPF at 
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any point of its dealings with CAM. Thus, the doctrine of apparent authority could not 

apply. Again, nothing on record shows that CAM entered into its dealings with the SPF 

under a reasonable belief that the SPF was a state entity. The timing of the transfer vis-à-

vis Ruritania’s push to privatize public assets is insufficient to show that the SPF was 

either a state entity exercising elements of governmental authority, or a non-state entity 

ostensibly exercising elements of government authority. 

 

73. Finally, tribunals have distinguished between situations wherein the state entered into 

investment contracts with private companies and acted in a sovereign capacity and 

similar situations wherein it acted in a commercial or merchant capacity.  The first would 

produce liability, while the second would not.
35

  

 

74. In this case, the SPF was clearly engaged in purely commercial rather than sovereign 

activities. Thus, as the activities which are the basis of the dispute are commercial rather 

than governmental, the rule is that liability will not attach to the state.
36

 

 

iii. The SPF does not qualify as a group of persons acting 

under the control of the State under Article 8 of the 

ARSIWA. 

 

75. Claimant may likewise rely on the theory that the acts of the SPF, as a group of persons 

under the control of Ruritania, are attributable to the State under Article 8 of the 

ARSIWA. That article provides that acts of persons or groups of persons acting under the 

control of the State may be deemed the acts of that State.
37

 

 

                                                

35 CSOB v. Slovakia. 
36 Maffezini v. Spain, par. 86. 
37 ARSIWA. Art. 8. 
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76. The application of this principle requires that these persons or groups of persons act 

under specific instructions towards achieving some particular end. This is the standard 

laid down in the Military Activities Against Nicaragua case and in the Bosnia Genocide 

Cases
38

, as well as in American Bell International vs. Iran. In the present case, this 

standard has not been met. 

 

77. The SPF was not acting in accordance with specific instructions from Ruritania in this 

case. Notwithstanding the State’s objectives to address its budget deficit around the time 

of the transfer, there is no showing that Ruritania specifically instructed the SPF to enter 

into the SPA with Contifica Spirits. There is likewise no showing that it instructed the 

SPF to violate the terms of the SPA, which is the basis of CAM’s present claim.  

 

78. The specific act or transaction after all that led to CAM’s claims under the umbrella 

clause is the alleged breach of the warranty in the SPA. Without any indication that 

Ruritania instructed the SPF – a non-state actor – to consent to the SPA with Contifica 

Spirits as worded, and then to subsequently violate its warranty, the standard of specific 

instructions, cannot be said to be present.  

 

79. Thus, any breach of the SPA by the SPF cannot be considered a breach on the part of 

Ruritania that would lead to a cause of action under Article 6(1) of the BIT. 
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B. CAM’S CLAIMS, EVEN IF WITHIN THIS TRIBUNAL’S JURISDICTION, SHOULD BE 

DISMISSED FOR INADMISSIBILITY. 

 

(1) The circumstances surrounding the transfer of FBI assets to CAM 

reveal an abuse of the arbitral process. 

 

80. The same set of facts that reveal that the Claimant has not made a bona fide investment in 

Ruritania also shows that an abuse of process has transpired. An abuse of process would 

render the claims submitted by CAM inadmissible. Thus, even if the Tribunal finds that 

the present claims are within its jurisdiction, these claims should still be deemed 

improper by virtue of the principle that relief should not be accorded to one in bad faith. 

 

81. It is patently clear that the acquisition by the Contifica Group of its interests in FBI was 

made with the view of commencing arbitration under the BIT. As the circumstances 

surrounding the transfer show us, Claimant did not intend to constitute a true investment 

in Ruritania. Rather, it only intended to bring the interests of the Contifica Group within 

the protection of the BIT. In other words, even if CAM had acquired title over FBI assets, 

this acquisition was a mere corporate sleight of hand with the aim of obtaining 

compensation for harm allegedly suffered by FBI. This kind of corporate trickery is 

something that this Tribunal cannot condone. 

 

(2) The deciding by this Tribunal of the SPA-related claims is improper 

as this would run counter to the forum selection clause in the SPA. 

 

82. This Tribunal may not give due course to Claimant’s claims pertaining to the alleged 

violation of the SPA by the SPF because of the forum selection clause in the SPA. Thus, 

even if this Tribunal finds that the SPA-related claims are within its jurisdiction, those 

claims should still be deemed inadmissible as the forum selection clause should be 

respected. 
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83. Article 14(2) of the SPA provides that disputes arising out of violations of the contract 

should be submitted to a tribunal organized under the International Chamber of 

Commerce (ICC). The parties to the SPA have clearly consented to these terms, thus, 

Claimant is obliged to respect them. It is a general principle in international law that for a 

person to benefit from or obtain relief on the basis of a law or contract, that person must 

also abide by the provisions of the law or contract. 

 

84. The claims based on Artile 6(1) of the BIT find root in an alleged violation of the terms 

of the SPA. If CAM is to be able to recover under those terms, then CAM must also be 

bound by those terms, including those related to the proper forum for deciding contract-

based claims. 

 

85. Claimant may argue that claims based on the umbrella clause of the BIT are legally 

distinct from contract-based claims, even if these arise from a common set of facts. This 

may be so, but that simple legal fact should not divest the forum specifically named in the 

investment contract as the proper forum to decide claims related to and arising out of that 

contract. Deciding that this Tribunal can concurrently decide SPA-based claims would 

render the forum selection clause of the SPA nugatory, or would encourage parallel 

proceedings and international forum shopping, both undesirable in the viewpoint of 

international investment law. 

 

86. As pointed out in SGS vs. Philippines, even if an arbitral body has jurisdiction over 

contractual claims by virtue of a BIT’s umbrella clause, a forum selection clause in the 

relevant contract gives the forum named therein primary jurisdiction over the claims 

arising from the contract. Thus, the stipulated forum should first decide whether a breach 

of the contract that would give rise to liability under an umbrella clause did indeed take 

place. It is only when that is determined, that the allegations of a treaty breach may be 

brought before a tribunal organized under the BIT. 
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87. The tribunal in BIVAC vs. Paraguay also tells us that an exclusive forum selection clause 

renders claims submitted to arbitral bodies other than the stipulated forum inadmissible. 

While the second decision on the jurisdictional issues in the said case pointed out that the 

non-compliance by the state with the forum selection clause in the contract “might make 

the claims admissible”, the tribunal did not by any means do away with the finding that 

the forum selection clause does make the premature registration of claims with the ICSID 

improper. 

 

88. Thus, as the subject matter of this particular claim is an alleged breach of the SPA, and as 

the attributability of the acts of the SPF to Ruritania is still in question, the proper course 

of action would be to refer CAM’s SPA-related claims to ICC arbitration as the parties 

have stipulated in the SPA. This renders CAM’s SPA-related claims inadmissible before 

this Tribunal until and unless the selected forum has come up with its own findings on 

those claims.  

 

II. RURITANIA HAS NOT VIOLATED ITS OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE BIT AND 

INTERNATIONAL LAW BY ADOPTING REGULATORY MEASURES ON THE 

MARKETING AND SALE OF ALCOHOL AND FREEBREW BEER. 

 

A. RURITANIA HAS NOT EXPROPRIATED CAM’S INVESTMENTS IN FBI. 

 

89. Article 4 of the BIT proscribes the host state from directly or indirectly expropriating, 

nationalizing, or subjecting covered investments to measures whose effects are equivalent 

to expropriation or nationalization. Respondent submits that it has not violated this 

proscription.  

 

90. Claimant’s claims are limited to allegations of indirect expropriation and the enactment 

of measures whose effects are equivalent to expropriation. Respondent would thus 
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discuss (i) that it has not indirectly expropriated Claimant’s purported investments in 

FBI, nor has it enacted measures whose effects are tantamount to expropriation; and (ii) 

that it had enacted non-compensable measures of general application commonly accepted 

as within the police power of States. 

 

(1) Ruritania has not indirectly expropriated CAM’s purported 

Investments in FBI, nor has it enacted measures whose effects are 

tantamount to expropriation. 

 

91. CAM decries indirect expropriation simply because its investment had turned 

unprofitable. It is settled, however, that investments remain to be business risks 

undertaken by the investor, and that the State is not an insurer of the investment’s 

profitability. Thus, as early as 1934, the Permanent Court of International Justice (PCIJ) 

has ruled that the possession of customers and the possibility of making a profit could not 

be genuine vested rights.
39

 In this case, while it is unfortunate that CAM is dissatisfied 

with the turn of its investments in FBI, it may not impute liability for expropriation on 

Ruritania. 

 

92. Expropriation is defined as conduct by the host State that deprives an alien of 

substantially all benefits derived from property interests within the host State.
40

 In Pope 

& Talbot v. Canada, the tribunal held that mere interferences by the regulating State and 

continued control by the investor of the overall investment defeats claims of 

expropriation absent a “significant degree of deprivation of fundamental rights of 

ownership.”
41

  

 

                                                

39 U.K. v. Belgium. 
40 WELLER. 
41PTI v. Canada. 
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93. The standard to determine the existence of expropriation, therefore, is substantial 

deprivation. A substantial deprivation of the economic use and enjoyment of property 

rights exists when the measures taken by the host state substantially affects the rights 

targeted by the measure as to reduce or remove the legitimate benefits related to these 

rights such that they render their further possession useless.
42

 

 

94. Here, the standard of substantial deprivation has not been met either as regards (1) 

CAM’s intellectual property rights in FBI or as regards (2) the entirety of its purported 

investment in FBI.  

 

a. Ruritania has not substantially deprived CAM of its intellectual 

property rights in FBI. 

 

95. The rights conferred by the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property 

(Paris Convention) and the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 

Rights (TRIPS Agreement) is the exclusion of third parties from the use of registered 

intellectual property rights in the course of trade without the registrant-owner’s consent. 

Thus, the protection given by these instruments is not a shield against reasonable State 

regulation but one against industry competitors.  

 

96. CAM claims that its trade dress and trademark rights have been impaired by the plain 

packaging requirement and the prohibition on the sale of alcohol in containers of more 

than 0.5 liters.  This claim is unmeritorious.  

 

97. The principal right conferred to the registrant-owner in the TRIPS Agreement is the 

exclusion of third parties from using registered intellectual property or those identical to 

it in order to avoid market confusion. This could be seen under Article 16, which states: 

                                                

42 RFCC v. Morocco, par. 69. 
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The owner of a registered trademark shall have the exclusive right to 

prevent all third parties…. from using in the course of trade identical or 

similar signs for goods or services which are identical or similar to those 

in respect of which the trademark is registered where such use would 

result in a likelihood of confusion. 

 

98. It is clear from the records that CAM still owns its intellectual property rights and may 

exercise all rights corresponding to such ownership, except that their use on alcoholic 

bottle labels have been regulated by the State. CAM’s intellectual property rights remain 

registered under its name. It has not been prohibited from exercising its rights under the 

Paris Convention and under the TRIPS Agreement to exclude its competitors from using 

its trademarks and trade dress rights. It has not been prohibited from using its intellectual 

property rights for advertising and marketing purposes, except that a reasonable 

regulation on its right to use it on alcoholic containers had been imposed. Clearly 

therefore, the legitimate benefits related to CAM’s intellectual property rights have not 

been reduced or removed to such an extent as to “render their further possession useless.” 

Thus, Respondent submits that the threshold of substantial deprivation that would lead to 

a finding of indirect expropriation has not been met. 

 

b. Ruritania has not substantially deprived CAM of the entirety of 

its purported investment in FBI.  

 

99. A substantial deprivation of the economic use and enjoyment of CAM’s property rights 

in FBI has likewise not taken place.  

 

100. In interpreting whether an expropriation had taken place because of limitations imposed 

on property rights, the European Court of Human Rights ruled in Sporrong & Lönnroth v. 
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Sweden,
43

 that there was no expropriation where “the applicants could continue to utilize 

their possessions and… although it became more difficult to sell [the subject 

properties,]… the possibility of selling subsisted.”
44

 

 

101. Following this rule, there could not be indirect expropriation in this case, for although 

Respondent had enacted reasonable regulatory measures on the sale and marketing of 

alcoholic beverages, the possibility of their sale still subsisted.  

 

102. Furthermore, the tribunal in CMS v. Argentina
45

 found that no substantial deprivation had 

occurred where “the investor is in control of the investment; the Government does not 

manage the day-to-day operations of the company; and the investor has full ownership 

and control of the investment.”
46

 

 

103. In this case, CAM remains in full ownership and control of FBI, and Ruritania does not 

manage the day-to-day operations of the company. Thus, CAM retained all its rights and 

maintained control of its overall investment despite the regulations enacted by Ruritania. 

It cannot be said, therefore, that a substantial deprivation of the economic use and 

enjoyment of CAM’s property rights in FBI that would warrant a finding of indirect 

expropriation had taken place.  

 

(2) Ruritania has enacted non-compensable measures of general 

application commonly accepted as within the police power of States.  

 

104. States have an inherent right under international law to regulate and enact measures of 

general application. In Feldman v. Mexico, ADC v. Hungary, and Benvenuti et Bonfant v. 

Republic of the Congo, the tribunal held that States have a right to implement “measures 

                                                

43 Sporrong/Lönnroth v. Sweden, 
44 Id. par. 63. 
45 CMS v. Argentina (Award). 
46 Id. par. 262, 263. 
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[that] serve a public purpose.” It therefore follows that the State retains its right to enact 

non-compensable measures of general application,
47

 especially when such measures 

merely affect their investment incidentally, for doing so would unduly burden and 

prevent the government from achieving reasonable regulations.
48

  

 

105. The State’s power to enact general regulations in the exercise of its police power has 

been recognized by the tribunal in Saluka v. Czech Republic.
49

 According to that tribunal, 

“the principle that a State does not commit an expropriation and is thus not liable to pay 

compensation to a dispossessed alien investor when it adopts general regulations that are 

‘commonly accepted as within the police power of States’ forms part of customary 

international law today.”  

 

106. Likewise following this principle, the tribunal in Methanex v. USA ruled:   

 

A non-discriminatory regulation for a public purpose is not expropriatory even 

when it affects a foreign investor or investment unless specific commitments had 

been given by the regulating government.
50

  

 

107. Here, the record shows that Ruritania made no specific commitments to CAM that its 

investments are impervious. Ruritania is entitled to exercise its inherent right to 

sovereignty by issuing both The Act and The Ordinance in the exercise of its police 

power. Thus, CAM should not expect compensation for measures of general application, 

more so as these measures have bona fide public purposes and are reasonable.  

 

108. The bona fide public purposes of The Act and The Ordinance are clearly established. The 

Act seeks to address the problems of alcohol addiction and the exposure of the youth to 

                                                

47 DOLZER AND SCHREUER. 109. 
48 Feldman v. Mexico. 
49 par. 262. 
50 par. 7. 
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alcohol.
51

 The Ordinance, on the other hand, is an appropriate, cautious, and necessary 

consequence of a scientific discovery that may prejudice one’s health. There is nothing 

unreasonable or uncommon in Ruritania’s exercise of its regulatory powers in enacting 

these measures. Thus, The Act and The Ordinance are clearly regulatory measures of 

general application enacted by the State in furtherance of bona fide public purposes. As 

such, they cannot amount to expropriatory measures violative of the proscription against 

expropriation. 

 

B. RURITANIA COMPLIED WITH ITS OBLIGATION TO ACCORD CAM 

FAIR AND EQUITABLE TREATMENT. 

 

(1) Ruritania guaranteed fair and equitable treatment to the Investments 

of CAM. 

 

109. Respondent emphasizes that Claimant is only arguing the supposed violation of the FET 

standard in the alternative, that is, if its claim for expropriation fails. However, a FET 

violation does not necessarily arise just because the investor suffered losses. After all, as 

held in MTD v. Chile, Sta. Elena v. Costa Rica, and Too v. Greater Modesto, the State, in 

entering in investment treaties, does not insure investors against all kinds of business 

risks. 

 

110. The FET standard is not an autonomous standard because its meaning will depend on the 

specific circumstances of the case at issue.
52

 In Mondev v. USA and in Waste 

Management v. Mexico, the tribunals recognized that the appreciation of what is fair and 

equitable treatment must depend on the facts of a particular case. 

 

                                                

51 Record, p. 22, par. 14. 
52 DOLZER AND SCHREUER. 128. 
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111. To illustrate, in Methanex v. USA, the tribunal found that the State did not violate the 

FET requirement seeing as its actions were (1) done in a consistent manner pursuant to 

possible legitimate expectations of the investor; (2) transparent; (3) science-based, and 

hence, non-discriminatory or with no intent to harm a particular investor; and (4) with 

due process. In that case, Methanex Corp., producer of methanol used in methyl tertiary 

butyl ether (MTBE), instituted an arbitration proceeding as a response to the Californian 

ban of the use of MTBE which was done by the State in order to protect the health of its 

citizens as the said additive contaminated drinking water supplies. 

 

112. As in the particular circumstances of this case, Respondent posits that it did not 

unfairly treat the investments of CAM. Rather, without violating any expectation that 

CAM may when it invested in FBI, Ruritania imposed reasonable regulatory measures 

applicable to all affected subjects of the regulations. 

 

(2) Ruritania protected CAM’s existing legitimate expectations.  

 

a. CAM has no legitimate expectations under the SPA. 

 

113. An investor will only have legitimate expectations if such are based on a legal framework 

consisting of legislations, treaties, decrees, and licenses, and other instruments wherein 

the State itself took an undertaking or representation made explicitly or implicitly to the 

investor.
53

 

 

114. In this case, CAM argues that Respondent violated Article 9.2.1 of the SPA when 

Ruritania allegedly guaranteed that Freebrew is a safe product. Claimant is seriously 

mistaken. Again, as discussed earlier, Ruritania is not a party to the SPA, and neither 

could the acts of the SPF be attributable to Ruritania. 

                                                

53 DOLZER AND SCHREUER. 134. 
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115. In the alternative, even if Ruritania is bound by the SPA, Respondent still submits that it 

did not violate Claimant’s legitimate expectations. 

 

116. CAM could not have legitimate expectations as to product safety. When CAM acquired 

FBI, Ruritania was not aware of any harmful effects Reyhan can cause. For a long time, 

there have been no reports of detrimental effects caused by the consumption of Freebrew 

beer. It should have been CAM’s obligation to investigate before it invested especially 

since their investments concern products containing chemical substances for human 

consumption. Ruritania should thus not be held liable for CAM’s negligence.  

 

b. Ruritania did not violate the legitimate expectations of CAM 

arising from the TRIPS Agreement and the Paris Convention. 

 

117. A violation of legitimate expectations deals with the host state’s failure to live up to the 

legal framework it has provided to the investor as an inducement to the latter’s making of 

the investment.
54

 

 

118. Both Ruritania and Cronos are signatories to the World Trade Organization, thus making 

the TRIPS Agreement applicable.
55

 Under the TRIPS Agreement, CAM has an exclusive 

right to prevent all third parties from using its registered trademarks so as to prevent 

market confusion.
 56  

Essentially, the same protection of intellectual property rights is 

found under the Paris Convention.
57

  

 

                                                

54 DOLZER AND SCHREUER. 105. 

55 TRIPS Agreement, Art. 1 (3). 
56 Id. Art. 16(1). 
57 Paris Convention. Art. 1 (2). 
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119. Thus, the principal right conferred by the TRIPS Agreement is the exclusion of third 

parties from the use of registered intellectual property it in order to avoid market 

confusion.  

 

120. According to the International Trademark Association, intellectual property rights are 

used to distinguish one’s product from the rest; and this is why the rights conferred under 

the Paris Convention and the TRIPS Agreement would refer protection and exclusion of 

third parties from the use of such registered intellectual property in the course of trade 

without the registrant-owner’s consent thereby causing confusion in the market. Hence, 

the protection given by these commercial property rights is not a shield against 

reasonable State regulation but one against competition. 

 

121. Therefore, Ruritania cannot violate this provision because prefatorily, the right is not 

enforceable against the State, but against other competitors. In fact, Ruritania did not 

obliterate CAM’s right to use its trademarks. Rather, it merely regulated the usage of 

such intellectual property rights.  

 

c. Ruritania did not violate the legitimate expectations of CAM 

arising from the Trade Mark Act of Ruritania. 

 

122. Under the Trade Mark Act of Ruritania, Respondent assured CAM that the use of its 

trademark, i.e. the brand and image of Freebrew, can only be cancelled if it has not been 

used for five years.  

 

123. CAM may claim possible impairment of its ownership of trademarks and trade dress 

rights brought about by the plain packaging requirements and prohibition of sale of 

alcohol in containers more than 0.5L. This is because, as the trademarks could no longer 

be used, they may eventually be cancelled. This claim is, however, unmeritorious since 

clearly, CAM still owns its intellectual property rights and is not prohibited from using its 
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bottles and labels. Ruritania recognizes these rights, and the record is bereft of any 

evidence showing that the trade dress and trademarks are in danger of being cancelled.  

 

124. Hence, as it stands, CAM retained all its rights of ownership over its trademarks. Strictly 

speaking, therefore, Ruritania has not violated CAM’s legitimate expectations under the 

Trade Mark Act. 

 

(3) Ruritania complied with the transparency requirement. 

 

125. Before the investors’ claims against transparency can be given merit, these claims must 

“rise to the level of legitimacy and reasonableness in light of the circumstances.”  

 

a. Ruritania did not violate the transparency requirement when it 

regulated the sale and marketing of alcohol through The Act. 

 

126. In Saluka v. Czech Republic, the tribunal held that FET protection cannot solely rely on 

foreign investors’ motivations and considerations because it must be weighed also against 

the State’s legitimate interests. In Parkerings v. Lithuania, the State has a right and 

privilege to exercise its sovereign legislative power to enact, modify, or cancel laws at its 

own discretion. An investor must anticipate that the circumstances could change, and 

must thus structure its investment in order to adapt to the potential changes in the legal 

environment. 

 

127. Respondent submits that its policies on alcohol do not violate the FET standard because it 

is fair for the State to implement measures that will benefit its citizens. Specifically, The 

Act seeks to curb youth alcoholism and alcohol addiction. This measure is a legitimate 

state policy, recognized to be a practice as evidenced by numerous alcohol-control 

regulations in other jurisdictions. In fact, bans on the marketing and sale of alcohol is not 

uncommon considering as well the support of Article 12 of the ICESCR that states, “it is 
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the right of everyone to enjoy the highest attainable standard of physical and mental 

health”. Thus, it cannot be said that Respondent failed to meet the transparency standard 

when there is nothing unreasonable in its exercise of regulatory powers.  

  

b. Ruritania did not violate the transparency requirement when it 

enacted the labeling requirement found in The Ordinance. 

 

i. Ruritania was transparent with its legal objectives.  

 

128. According to the UNCTAD, “transparency” means that the “legal framework for the 

investor’s operations is readily apparent, and that any decision affecting the investor can 

be traced to that legal framework.”
58

 This legal framework consists of legislation, 

executive assurances, and contractual undertakings.
59

  

 

129. Ruritania’s policies embodied in The Ordinance do not violate the transparency 

requirement because of its underlying reasonable objective. The Ordinance is but another 

act of the government to protect the health of its population.  It is a cautionary act to warn 

the citizens of the ill-effects that the Reyhan concentrate may pose against one’s health. 

The Ordinance applies to all products containing Reyhan, and hence, CAM alone cannot 

claim that the measure fails to be transparent.  

 

ii. The labeling requirement is reasonable, being based on 

a rational report. 

 

130. The Ordinance was founded on two reports given by the HRI to the Ministry. Both 

reports were based on a 10-year scientific study conducted by Ruritania’s most respected 

medical institution. These reports came to the same conclusion that consumption of 

                                                

58 DOLZER AND SCHREUER. 133-134. 
59  Id. 134. 
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Reyhan products may lead to cardiac complications due to the effects of 

methyldioxidebenzovat, an active ingredient in Reyhan concentrate.
60

 Notably, the 

scientists who are experts in this field conducted the study. Therefore, the reports are 

prima facie reliable. Since it was clinically proven that Reyhan is hazardous for health, 

the Ministry, in protecting the health of Ruritanian citizens, immediately adopted an 

ordinance as a preventive measure. This is not just an economic issue; more importantly, 

it concerns the citizens’ fundamental right to health. In this regard, the Ministry cannot 

wait for another extensive research to be conducted before taking actions because doing 

so would mean risking the lives of its citizens. This extensive study is surely more 

reliable to the short-term “study” conducted by the supposed experts paid and chosen by 

CAM. 

 

(4) Ruritania implemented non-discriminatory measures. 

 

131. An act is “discriminatory” if there is a difference of treatment on the basis of race, 

religion, political affiliation, disability, nationality and other criteria.
61

 “Discriminatory” 

acts arise when there are unjustifiable differential treatments among businesses within the 

same industry or businesses with similar activity, or businesses having similar concerns 

regardless of violations of domestic law.
62

 

 

132. There are two schools of thought to determine if an act is discriminatory. One deals with 

the “sole effect” doctrine, while the other deals with discriminatory intent.
63

  

 

133. Claimant submits that the latter governs in this case. This is because under Article 3 (b) 

and (c) of the BIT, “Neither Contracting State shall in its territory xxx subject Investors 

of the other Contracting State, as regards their activity in connection with Investments, to 

                                                

60 Records, p. 4. 
61 DOLZER AND SCHREUER. 173-178. 
62 DOLZER AND SCHREUER. 194. 
63 Id.  
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treatment less favourable than it accords to its own Investors or to Investors of any third 

State;” or, impair by arbitrary or discriminatory measures the management, maintenance, 

use, enjoyment or disposal of Investments of Investors of the other Contracting State. 

Hence, Respondent invites this Tribunal to look at the measure itself to determine if The 

Act and The Ordinance are discriminatory.  

 

134. Non-discriminatory measures mean that the interests of a foreign investor and the public 

interest in an investment will be weighed in a manner that is legitimate, transparent, and 

accountable, and in accordance with same rules, criteria and procedures that apply to 

domestic investors.
64

 

 

135. In Lauder v. Czech Republic, the tribunal explained that for an act to constitute 

discrimination, it must (1) result in actual injury (2) with the intention to harm the 

aggrieved party. 

 

a. Ruritania’s measures were enacted for public health. 

 

136. With regard to Section 8 of The Act, Ruritania did not restrict bottle sizes to 0.5 liters 

because Freebrew is the only beer sold in 0.8L bottles. Rather, the State put much weight 

on public health when it enacted The Act. In fact, Freebrew eventually complied with the 

requirements implemented by Ruritania. 
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b. Ruritania’s measures are all-encompassing. 

 

i. The Act has a non-discriminatory effect on Freebrew 

beer. 

 

137. The Act is not discriminatory because the restrictions therein, including the 0.5 liter bottle 

requirement, were applied industry-wide. When Ruritania enacted the said measure, it did 

not distinguish what company will be affected. As such, The Act affected all companies 

in the alcoholic beverages industry, not just FBI. In fact, there is nothing in The Act that 

specifically constrained FBI compared to other companies. Ruritania did not isolate 

Freebrew from the rest. Although there seems to be a differentiation of treatment, the act 

is a form of regulation applicable to all. 

 

ii. The Ordinance has a non-discriminatory impact on 

Freebrew beer. 

 

138. Likewise, The Ordinance has a non-discriminatory impact to Freebrew because it also 

applies to all products which contain Reyhan. It must be noted that before an act to be 

considered discriminatory, there must be unjustifiable differential treatment with similar 

concerns. Freebrew must not be compared to other beers as The Ordinance concerns 

Reyhan products. Coincidentally, Freebrew is the sole beer that has Reyhan concentrate. 

Therefore, Freebrew must not be exempted from The Ordinance, as doing so would 

discriminate against other Reyhan products that conformed to the regulation. 
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(5) Ruritania did not violate due process in enacting The Ordinance. 

 

139. In Waste Management v. Mexico, the tribunal defined a “violation of FET” as involving a 

lack of due process which offends judicial propriety
65

 such as when there was no notice 

or no opportunity to appear.
66

 For there to be a due process violation, the infirmity must 

be grave and shocking to the senses.  

 

140. Based on these standards, it cannot be rightly concluded that Ruritania violated due 

process in enacting The Ordinance. At most, CAM will argue that it was not given prior 

notice or consultation. However, it is not the government’s obligation to release a 

technical working report on every law or regulation it may pass, as this would be 

burdensome on the part of Ruritania.  

 

141. CAM may also argue that respondent perfunctorily denied its request for further 

investigation notwithstanding the contested HRI report. Respondent highlights, however, 

that the adoption of The Ordinance was based on a study from the state’s most respected 

medical institution. As stated in the HRI report, Reyhan concentrate is a detrimental risk 

to health. To address this health issue, an ordinance was enacted requiring Reyhan 

products to explicitly indicate a health hazard regarding its consumption. With this, 

Ruritania has the right to adopt the ordinance to protect the health of its citizens. Thus, 

the release of The Ordinance was for a justified cause that addresses the state’s interest. 

This state interest should be given priority thus, justifying the denial of the request for 

further investigation. 

 

142. All told, Ruritania did not commit procedural irregularities in issuing The Ordinance. The 

irregularities of Respondent, if any, are not grave or shocking to the senses; neither are 
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these offensive of judicial propriety especially if considered together with the strong 

public interest considerations in enacting The Ordinance. 

 

III. CAM IS NOT ENTITLED TO MORAL DAMAGES NOTWITHSTANDING THE 

FAILURE OF RURITANIA TO FULLY COMPLY WITH ITS OBLIGATION TO 

PROVIDE FULL PROTECTION AND SECURITY UNDER THE BIT. 

 

A. RURITANIA’S DETENTION OF MESSRS. GOODFELLOW AND STRAW DOES NOT 

AMOUNT TO A BREACH OF THE FULL PROTECTION AND SECURITY STANDARD 

UNDER THE BIT.  

 

(1) Ruritania detained CAM’s executives. 

 

143. Respondent detained Messrs. Goodfellow and Straw on 23 December 2011 in the 

Freecity International Airport, when they were about to leave the State.
67

 Notably, four 

(4) days before, Ruritania notified them that they will be summoned for investigation on 

the bribery charges involving the acquisition of FBI shares.
68

 Under customary 

international law, States, in exercising executive power, have the sovereignty to enforce 

their criminal laws.
69

 There was thus good reason to detain the executives of CAM. 

 

144. Ruritania concedes however that the detention did not fully comply with due process 

rights of Messrs. Goodfellow and Straw as they were confined and released without 

explanation.
70

 Nevertheless, Respondent submits that their detention does not involve a 

breach of their obligation to provide full protection and security to CAM. 

 

 

                                                

67 Records, p. 6, par. 23. 
68 Records, p. 6, par. 22. 
69 SHAW. 179-180. 
70 Records, p. 6, par. 25. 
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(2) This detention does not involve a breach of full protection and 

security standard under the BIT.  

 

145. As worded, Article 2 (1) (b) provides that the host state shall in its territory, in every case, 

accord “Investments by Investors of the other Contracting State… full protection and 

security under this Treaty.” Clearly, the pre-requisite condition to obtain full protection 

and security standard under this specific BIT requires that an Investment had been 

harmed. 

 

146. The said pre-requisite is lacking in this case. Messrs. Goodfellow and Straw work in 

different capacities for CAM. Being employees of the corporation, they are not the 

Investments which will receive the full protection and security guarantee of the BIT.  

 

147. Regardless whether physical or legal protection was involved,
71

 numerous relevant cases 

support the assertion of Respondent that the guarantee of full protection and security only 

covers investments. 

 

148. In Wena Hotels v. Egypt,
72

 the subject of the claim was the hotel owned by the investor. 

In AMT v. Zaire,
73

 soldiers of the Zairian armed forces destroyed, damaged or carried 

away the property, finished goods, raw materials and other objects of value belonging to 

the trader of automotive vehicles, dry sell batteries, consumer goods and foodstuffs. In 

the Elettronica Sicula SpA (ELSI) Case (United States of America v. Italy),
74

 the charge 

of the claimant therein involved the seizure by the Italian authorities of its factory. In 

Tecmed v. Mexico,
75

 the Mexican authorities were imputed to have failed in acting 

                                                

71 DOLZER AND SCHREUER. 102. 
72 Wena Hotels Ltd. v. Arab Republic of Egypt, ICSID Case No. ARB/98/4, Award Dec 8, 2000 
73 AMTI v. Zaire. 
74 ELSI. 
75 TECMED v. Mexico. 
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efficiently to address the disturbances at the site of the landfill. In Noble Ventures v. 

Romania,
76

 theft, occupations of the facilities, acts of intimidation, the seizure of the 

facilities from Romanian workers and the forcible detention and beatings of its 

management were among the claims of the investor to obtain reparation under the full 

protection and security guarantee of their investment treaty. As a matter of note, the last 

two cases have similar wordings to the present BIT on the full protection and security 

standard. 

 

149. Then, as regards the legal protection expansion of the guarantee, still, Respondent 

highlights that the past cases have pertained to the property of the investor in finding a 

breach of the treaty. Specifically, in CME v. Czech Republic,
77

 and Lauder v. Czech 

Republic,
78

 the Media Council of the Czech Republic affected the broadcasting services 

and facilities of T.V. Nova. In Siemens v. Argentina,
79

 the subject of the claim for full 

protection and security breach involved the immigration control, personal identification 

and electoral information technology systems contract of the investor with the State. In 

Azurix v. Argentina,
80

 the tribunal adjudicated on the potable water and the treatment of 

sewerage services of the investor. 

 

150. Seeing as no property of CAM is involved in the detention of Messrs. Goodfellow and 

Straw, Ruritania submits that it could not have violated its duty to provide full protection 

and security to the investments of CAM. 

 

 

 

 

                                                

76 Noble Ventures v. Romania, par. 161.  
77 CME v. Czech Republic. 
78 Lauder v. Czech Republic. 
79 Siemens v. Argentina. 
80 Azurix v. Argentina.  
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(3) Accordingly, the detention of Messrs. Goodfellow and Straw does not 

entitle CAM to an award of moral damages.  

 

151. In investment arbitration, reparation for a wrongful act generally consists of monetary 

compensation,
81

 and in this case, CAM claims USD 1 million as compensation for the 

moral damage allegedly caused by Respondent.
82

 However, because there is no wrongful 

act under the BIT, or, damage to CAM itself to begin with, Ruritania submits that this 

Tribunal must dismiss the claimant’s request for moral damages. 

 

B. IN ANY EVENT, MORAL DAMAGES ARE NOT, IN PRINCIPLE, AVAILABLE AS A FORM 

OF REPARATION FOR THE INJURIES SUFFERED BY THE EXECUTIVES OF CAM. 

 

(1) Moral Damages are not, in principle, available as a form of reparation 

in investment treaty arbitration. 

 

152. The award of moral damages is not a form of reparation that has been awarded by 

tribunals in the past. In Helnan International Hotels A.S. v. Egypt,
83

 the tribunal decided 

not to address the issue of moral damages by the claimant. In Bernardus Henricus 

Funnekotter et al. v. Zimbabwe,
84

 the claim for moral damages was dismissed for being 

belatedly filed. In at least seven cases,
85

 the tribunals dismissed the claim for moral 

damages because of lack of evidence.  

 

153. There are only a handful of cases wherein the tribunals awarded moral damages. 

Noticeably, in these awards, the tribunals did not set a precedent in awarding moral 

damages as a matter of principle in investment arbitration claims.  

                                                

81 DOLZER AND SCHREUER. 271. 
82 Records, p. 8. 
83 Helnan v. Egypt. 
84 Funnekotter v. Zimbabwe. 
85 TECMED v. Mexico; Bogdanov v. Moldova; Benvenuti v. Congo; Casado v. Chile; Biwater v. Tanzania; ECIT v. 

Turkey.  
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154. In Benvenuti & Bonfant v. People’s Republic of the Congo,
86

 Congo-Brazzaville and 

Benevenuti & Bonfant S.r.1 established a plastic manufacturing company, which was 

later on expropriated by the government. Consequently, the investor asked for CFA 250 

million for moral damages related to loss of business opportunities in Italy, loss of credit 

with suppliers and banks, and loss of managerial and technical personnel.  

 

155. Despite the absence of evidence concretizing these losses, the tribunal decided to award 

compensation of less than 8,000 euros for moral damages on the sole basis of equity. The 

award reads as follows: 

 

[I]n view of the measures to which Claimant has been subject and the suit 

that was the consequence thereof, which have certainly disturbed the 

activities of Claimant, the Tribunal deems it equitable to award it the 

amount of CFA5,000,000 for moral damage. 

 

156. This award shows that it is unconvincing to suppose that the grant of moral damages has 

already come into existence in investment arbitration. In this case, the tribunal did not 

account the specific injury remediated by the grant of 8,000 euros. By the words of the 

tribunal, the compensation was not aimed at remediating Mr. Bonfant’s stress and anxiety 

resulting from his forced departure from Congo after the plastic company closed.
87

 

 

157. Therefore, as it stands in Benvenuti, the award of moral damages has not been utilized in 

compensating the injuries suffered by the employees of the investor. More importantly, if 

moral damages can be granted, it is only in cases where decisions can be decided under 

ex aequo et bono.
88

  

                                                

86 Benvenuti v. Congo. 
87 DUMBERRY.  
88 ICSID. Article 42 (3). 
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(2) Desert Line Projects L.L.P v. Yemen cannot be applied in this case. 

 

158. In the history of jurisprudence that tackled moral damages, such as Biwater Gauff 

(Tanzania) Limited v. United Republic of Tanzania, Benvenuti & Bonfant v. Congo, 

Biloune and Marine Drive Complex Ltd. v. Ghana, it is only the case of Desert Line 

Projects LLC v. Yemen
89

 when an award for moral damages to an investor-corporation 

was finally upheld. This singular case, however, cannot construe an acceptable standard 

of principle for awarding moral damages because of its exceptional circumstances.    

 

159. Claimant will likely argue that in Desert Line Projects L.L.C. v. Yemen,
 90 

the tribunal 

awarded moral damages to the claimant-investor. However, this one case cannot upturn 

the multitude of cases that disfavor the award of moral damages in investment treaty 

arbitration. 

 

160. In fact, Desert Line is not applicable in this case. In Desert Line, the investor-contractor 

undertook the building of roads in the host state, Yemen. In the course of construction, 

armed individuals, including a local council constituent, and his tribe members, 

demanded the company’s employees to make payments and threatened them with the use 

of automatic weapons in the site. The company’s manager received threats, with the 

armed group asking him to leave the country as his life will be in danger.  

 

161. As in this case, three of the company’s executives were arrested and detained by the 

Yemeni army under the pretext of an altercation, but under no stated legal reason. These 

executives suffered the stress and anxiety of being harassed, threatened and detained by 

the agents of Yemen and its armed tribes. Subsequently, the tribunal awarded USD 1 

million moral damages to claimant. 

                                                

89 DLP v. Yemen. 
90 Id. 
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162. But unlike the present situation, there are exceptional circumstances of egregious 

violence committed by Yemen. Moreover, the claimant Desert Line harped on the 

violation of the FET standard rather than a breach of the full protection and security 

guarantee. 

 

a. The exceptional circumstances in Desert Line are wanting in this 

case.  

 

163. In the singular and exceptional case of Desert Line
91

, wherein an award for moral 

damages to an investor was upheld, an “egregious behavior” is exhibited when there 

exists threats of use of extreme force by the state.  

 

164. In Siag v. Egypt, the tribunal held that “any award of moral damages is only reserved for 

extreme cases of egregious behavior.”
92

 Here, this standard was not met in the arrest and 

detention of CAM’s executives.  

 

165. In that case, Desert Line Projects LLP was repeatedly requesting for protection from the 

government of Yemen because armed tribal militants and the Yemeni military kept 

harassing its employees thus disrupting continuance of work. Such was not the case here. 

 

166. As illustrated earlier, Messrs. Goodfellow and Straw were detained in the airport as a 

preventive measure given the ongoing criminal proceedings against them. During their 

detention, the records are bereft of any insinuation that they were deprived of food, water 

and other provisions. Hence, they have not suffered any physical harm.
93

 Even if claimant 

                                                

91 Id. 
92 Siag v. Egypt. 
93 Procedural Order No. 2, p. 31. 
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will argue that its executives suffered from psychological harm, Messrs. Goodfellow and 

Straw never complained of duress during the whole 11-day detention.  

 

167. Thus, absent any use of force by the State, or a grave harm befalling to the executives of 

CAM, moral damages cannot be awarded to Claimant in the same way that Desert Line 

Projects obtained the same from Yemen.  

 

b. In Desert Line, the claimant rooted its claim for moral damages 

on the aggregate of the different acts of the host State. 

 

168. Here, CAM claims moral damages solely on the basis that its executives were detained. 

Contrariwise, the claimant in Desert Line not only anchored its claim on the injury of its 

executives, but also on the injury to its credit, reputation, and loss of prestige. In 

paragraph 286, the tribunal in Desert Line summarized the claims of the investor as 

follows: 

 

Based on international law, the Claimant claims the amount of OR 

40,000,000 for moral damages including loss of reputation. The 

Claimant states that it has suffered extensive moral damages as a result 

of the Respondent's breaches of its obligations under the BIT: the 

Claimant's executives suffered the stress and anxiety of being 

harassed, threatened and detained by the Respondent as well as by 

armed tribes; the Claimant has suffered a significant injury to its credit 

and reputation and lost its prestige; the Claimant's executives have 

been intimidated by the Respondent in relation to the Contracts. The 

quantified amount, representing one third of the Claimant's claims in 

the present arbitration, is in harmony with other cases, such as the 

Fabiani Case (Claim. 30 June 2006, no. 309 et seq.; Claim. 19 March 

2007, no. 219). 
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169. The confluence of these reasons may have convinced the arbitrators that the investments 

of the claimant, as a whole, were unduly affected by Yemen’s use of force. Hence, in 

paragraph 290 of the award in Desert Line, the tribunal found that Desert Line Projects 

suffered prejudice that was substantial since it affected the physical health of the its 

executives and its credit and reputation. In contrast to this case, CAM only bewails the 

injuries of its executives to claim USD 1 million in moral damages.
94

 

 

c. Unlike the host State in Desert Line, Ruritania did not violate the 

FET standard under the BIT. 

 

170. The tribunal in Desert Line found that Yemen violated Article 3 of their investment treaty 

with Desert Line Projects LLP, which only covers the FET standard. The section 

provides as follows: 

 

The two Contracting Parties undertake to ensure fair and equitable 

treatment to the investments of investors of the other Contracting 

Party. They also undertake not to subject in any way to discriminatory 

or legally unjustified measures the management, maintenance, use, 

transfer, enjoyment,  assignment of an investment mad by the investors 

of one of the two Contracting Parties in the territory of the other 

Contracting Party, as well as companies and projects in which such 

investments have been made. 

 

171. Thus, in paragraphs 214 and 215 of the award, the tribunal limited the discussion to the 

violation of the FET standard. For the tribunal, all other claims outside FET are no longer 
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admissible given that the claimant itself failed to relate financial consequences (damages) 

of the violations outside of the said standard. 

 

172. In this case, CAM claims that Ruritania breached the full protection and security 

guarantee. The breach thereof, if any, will not amount to a violation of the FET standard. 

In Azurix v. Argentina
95

 the tribunal therein construed that it is only upon a violation of 

the FET standard which can give rise to a reasonable argument that a breach of the full 

protection and security guarantee also occurred.  

 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 

WHEREFORE, it is respectfully prayed that this Tribunal reject CAM’s claims and to adjudge 

and declare that: 

 

1.  the Tribunal has no jurisdiction over CAM’s claims; in case the Tribunal decides that it 

does have jurisdiction, Respondent asks that these claims be deemed inadmissible. 

 

2. Ruritania’s actions are within the scope of its police and regulatory authority, breaching 

none of its treaty obligations under the BIT and international law. 

 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

  

COUNSEL FOR RESPONDENT 

                                                

95 Azurix v. Argentina. 


